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ENVIRONMENT
WCM has always aimed to be a good neighbour and to seek to design a state
of the art modern mine which aims to be a world leader in environmental
responsibility and a reference for future projects.

Sustainable Development
WCM is deeply committed to ensuring that the local area benefits from the Project
as much as possible through:
g The employment of local people.
g Working with local businesses.
g Funding community projects.
g Contributing widespread environmental improvements.

Noise
Fully enclosed buildings with internal soundproofing,
alternative to reversing horns and surrounding planting
as sound barriers.
Dust
Fully enclosed coal and rock piles would be conveyed
underground to train loaders, whilst scrubbers and
sprays suppress dust within enclosed buildings.
Light
Low level sensor controlled lighting to be located all
around the site.

The old Marchon chemicals works site
The mine portal and processing
facilities are located on brownfield land
which was a former chemical works
and major employer in Whitehaven.
WCM aims to restore and significantly
improve the current site.
g

Former Marchon works site looking to the proposed
mine site location
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Our Proposal
Remediation and ongoing management of this
site to eliminate these risks, creating a vastly
improved local community and the environment.
Our Operations
Include the latest working methods, including
gas capture and conversion to energy, reducing
demand from the grid, reducing the carbon
footprint of the mine operation.

Conserving biodiversity
Our aim is to identify and provide opportunities to
improve local habitats, using our early ecological
surveys for the most highly protected species.
We will undergo a careful process of ecological
mitigation and habitat improvement.
Our land use planning strategy
Is closely informed by working with the local
authorities. We aim to complement and enhance
local strategic development and employment
proposals in West Cumbria.

j Specialist surveys for great crested newts were completed during 2014 and 2018
and no evidence was found.
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